VPM’s B.N. Bandodkar College of Science
(Autonomous) Thane

Department of Physics

Admission for M.Sc. Part-I Academic Year 2021-22

About the Course

Name of the course: M.Sc. Physics (Electronics I)
Eligibility: Candidates who have passed Final Year B.Sc. Physics or awaiting final results.
Duration of the course: Full time 2 years/4 sem (100 credits)
No. of seats: 20
Examination pattern: 60:40 (Semester end examination 60%
Internal assessment 40%)

Procedure for the M.Sc. I Admission

Date of Commencement of Admission - 10 June 2021
Merit List displayed of the Candidates – to be announced.
Venue - Office of VPM’s B.N. Bandodkar college
Documents Needed - Soft copy of photo, University Registration form,
Leaving Certificate, Sem V & Sem VI marksheet, Caste certificate if any

College Address: VPM’s B.N. Bandodkar College of Science, Jnanadweepa,
Chendani Bunder Road, Thane - 400601
Contact: Prof. B K Mandlekar-9821516529
Dr. (Mrs.) U.B. Gokhe - 9833721203